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ABSTRACT: We present results detailing the oxidative reactivity of condensed
propene thin films, with particular attention to epoxide product formation because
of its importance in the industrial production of polyurethane plastics and the trace
presence of these species in the interstellar medium. These studies were conducted
in a state-of-the-art ultrahigh vacuum scattering instrument equipped for operation
with cryogenic substrate temperatures. After exposing films to a supersonic beam
of ground-state atomic oxygen, O(3P), generated from a radio frequency plasma
source, reflection absorption infrared (RAIR) spectra confirm significant propene
reactivity, yielding products including propylene oxide, propanal, and a small
amount of acetone. In addition to identifying these primary products, we discuss experimentally determined activation energy
barriers for reaction in the condensed propene system. Interestingly, we identify significant differences in propene film crystallinity as
a result of substrate deposition temperature; lower deposition temperatures (<44 K) yield a more amorphous film, whereas higher
temperatures (>59 K) yield a more ordered, crystalline film. Very little oxidative reactivity is observed in the amorphous propene
film, suggesting that the film structure has a substantial impact on observed reactivity by impeding or allowing efficient O(3P)
diffusion. Overall, this work provides fundamental mechanistic insights into the diffusion and reactivity of atomic oxygen in
condensed films of small, unsaturated hydrocarbons. The results also emphasize limitations of condensed-phase reactions that rely
on reactant diffusion; film composition, morphology, and thickness can significantly limit reactivity despite low reaction barriers.

■ INTRODUCTION

The reaction of atomic oxygen, O(3P), with small alkenes is
important across many fields including smog formation in the
atmosphere, combustion processes, and chemical complexity in
astrophysical ices.1,2 These reactions also play a critical role in
the formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and soot.3

Additionally, the products formed from oxygen addition across
double bonds are often significant industrial intermediates.
Propylene oxide, for example, is a key intermediate in the
manufacturing of polyurethane plastics and other products.4,5

It is one of the top chemicals produced worldwide by mass,6

and there is immense interest in optimizing the economic and
environmental efficiency of its production.7−9

The gas-phase reaction between alkenes (including propene)
and oxygen has been well-studied, beginning as early as the
1950s.10−14 It is well established that the reaction begins with
oxygen addition across the double bond, forming a triplet
biradical intermediate. This primary product species then
progresses through a number of reaction channels including
intersystem crossing (ISC) from the triplet to the singlet
potential energy surface (PES) to form singlet products.
Recently, a comprehensive study from Leonori et al. used
crossed molecular beams and complementary ab initio
electronic structure calculations to identify complete branching
ratios, energetic barriers, and PESs for the O(3P) + propene
reaction.15,16 This study and others have highlighted the

temperature-dependent role of ISC in the gas-phase reaction;
the fraction of products formed via ISC decreases with
increasing temperature.12,15,16 Despite this rigorous work in
the gas phase, there still remains limited mechanistic and
kinetic data available for the oxidation of condensed alkene
films. In the few early studies of this system,17−20 primary
products and reaction rates were identified, but the
experimental conditions utilized thick, uncharacterized pro-
pene films and were limited to temperatures above 70 K
(propene phase may have been unclear).
Understanding reactions between condensed alkenes and

oxygen at cold temperatures is also important for astrophysical
applications because of the trace presence of the species in the
interstellar medium.21 It is thought that reactions on
interstellar dust grains below 77 K facilitate the formation of
many such molecules with abundances that cannot be
explained by gas-phase chemistry alone.22−24 To date, only
gaseous propene has been observed in a dark interstellar
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cloud25 and on Titan,26 but molecules formed on dust grains
(possibly due to exposure to ionizing radiation)27 could desorb
and contribute to these measured gas-phase concentrations.28

Additionally, propylene oxide, one of the major products in the
O(3P) + propene reaction, has been detected spectroscopically
in the interstellar medium29 as well as produced in a laboratory
simulation experiment by exposure of propylene ices at 5 K to
energetic electrons.30 Such studies indicate that oxygen atom
addition and insertion reaction pathways could activate a novel
channel for chemical complexity in ices that are too cold for
radicals to diffuse and react.31,32

In this work, a radio frequency (RF) plasma source is used
to generate a supersonic expansion of ground-state atomic
oxygen, O(3P), which is then exposed to condensed propene
films under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions. We track
reaction product formation in real time with in situ reflection
absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS), which allows us to
determine the activation energy for this process. We find that
in the condensed phase, propene reacts readily with O(3P) to
form primarily the singlet partial oxidation products propylene
oxide and propanal. Additionally, we present the first study
highlighting the specific impact of alkene film morphology on
oxidative reactivity. Specifically, oxygen is unable to react with
more disordered, amorphous propene films.
Overall, this work provides fundamental insights into the

diffusion and reactivity of ground-state atomic oxygen in
condensed films of small, unsaturated hydrocarbons. By
employing cryogenic conditions and thin films of propene,
we can simulate interstellar conditions which can aid in
modeling reactivity on interstellar dust grains. Additionally, the
kinetic and mechanistic details gained from this reaction will
inform polyurethane plastic manufacturing. This work also
broadly highlights the possible challenges with condensed-
phase reactivity in which film structure and morphology may
significantly limit reactant diffusion and reactivity in thicker
films.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

All experiments were conducted in a molecular beam scattering
instrument that has been previously discussed in detail.33

Briefly, this instrument consists of a UHV chamber with a base
pressure of 10−10 Torr connected to a triply differentially
pumped molecular beamline. Inside the chamber, a state-of-
the-art, helium-cooled, and vibrationally isolated sample
manipulator (Advanced Research Systems) enables precise
and accurate temperature control of the Au(111) sample

substrate between 20 and 800 K. The crystal is exposed to the
beam and monitored in real time with in situ RAIRS.
All RAIR spectra were analyzed with Gaussian peaks atop

cubic baselines. Spectra were acquired with a Nicolet 6700
infrared spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher) using p-polarized
IR radiation incident at 75° from the surface of a Au(111)
sample substrate and collected in a liquid nitrogen-cooled
mercury cadmium telluride (MCT/A) detector. Each RAIR
spectrum is an average of 300−500 scans taken using a 4 cm−1

resolution with a clean Au(111) sample used as a reference
background. Between experiments, the Au(111) crystal was
sputtered and thermally annealed in vacuum using 1 kV Ar+

ions (1−2 × 10−5 Torr Ar backfilled into the chamber)
directed at the crystal by an ion gun, while the surface
temperature was held at 770 K for 15 min.
Propene was dosed on the Au(111) substrate via beam

deposition at surface temperatures ranging from 44 to 59 K,
where propene desorption is negligible. Dosing conditions
resulted in a typical incident propene flux of 2.6 × 1015

molecules cm−2 s−1, corresponding to a deposition rate of
approximated 2.4 layers s−1 [assuming one monolayer (ML) is
roughly 1015 molecules cm−2].34 Propene flux was initially
determined by measuring the pressure rise with a nude
Bayard−Alpert ion gauge calibrated to N2 for a neat propene
beam open to the chamber. The flux was then calculated by
taking into account the relative gauge sensitivity to propene35

and N2
36 along with the chamber pumping speed and the spot

size of the beam on the Au(111) crystal. We performed this
measurement and calculation at room temperature to ensure
that no additional pumping capacity was added by the cold
sample manipulator. Following this measurement, we used the
same beam to establish a conversion to propene film thickness
by monitoring propene growth on the cold crystal via RAIRS
as a function of exposure and calculating an absorption cross
section for the CH2 wagging mode (γw), composed of two
peaks: a large, sharp peak at 919 cm−1 and a smaller shoulder
at 914 cm−1. Our calculated cross section is in good agreement
with previously reported values.37−40 Propene film thicknesses
are herein reported in layers; films throughout this study
ranged from 10 to 240 layers (specific thicknesses are specified
in the text). The beam source was thoroughly pumped out and
purged prior to turning on the oxygen source to avoid trace
propene contaminants during exposure.
An RF plasma source described in detail previously41 was

used to generate atomic oxygen in its ground state, O(3P).
Igniting and expanding a 5% O2 in Ne mixture through a
water-cooled quartz nozzle led to 25−40% O2 dissociation to

Figure 1. RAIR spectra of characteristic regions of a 66-layer propene film before (dashed line) and after exposure to O(3P) (solid line, total
exposure ≈ 1 × 1018 atoms cm−2). As a result of exposure, the total signal intensity is observed to decrease for the CH2 wagging (919 and 914 cm

−1,
a), CC stretching (1643 cm−1, b), and CH, CH2 and CH3 stretching (3009, 3075, 2977, 2939, and 2964 cm−1, c) modes of propene. Growth of
new peaks upon exposure to O(3P) corresponding to propylene oxide (830 cm−1, a), acetone (1709 cm−1, b), and propanal (1730 cm−1 and 1693
cm−1, b).
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O(3P). We note that by selecting a low backing pressure (60
Torr) and a low RF power (100 W) and employing a 2000 V/
cm deflecting plate region in the second differential beam
chamber, our beam is essentially devoid of O+ and O(1D)42,43

and is primarily composed of O(3P), nondissociated O2, and
Ne. The beam is characterized using time-of-flight (TOF)
techniques to determine the flux and average kinetic energy.
O2 flux was determined in a manner similar to that of propene
(see above) using a neat O2 beam and the relative ionization
sensitivity to O2 and N2.

36,44 O2 flux is further scaled to reflect
dissociation into O(3P) using the relative intensities of m/z =
16 to m/z = 32 established from square wave modulated TOF
spectra of the incident beam.41 Typical experimental
conditions result in an O(3P) flux of 8.4 × 1014 atoms cm−2

s1 and a translational energy of 0.12 eV. The beam energy
widths are approximately 0.06 eV. While it would be desirable
to explore the reaction with higher incident translational
energies by substituting a seeded mixture of O2 in He, doing so
would reduce O2 dissociation and introduce O(1D) to the
beam, which is a more reactive species.45 Thus, for this
experiment, 5% O2 in Ne remains the optimal gas mixture.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spectral Evidence of Reactivity and Product For-

mation. Condensed propene is observed to react readily with
O(3P). Figure 1 shows typical RAIR spectra of a 66-layer
propene film adsorbed on Au(111) at 54 K before and after
extended exposure to O(3P). Prior to exposure, spectral
features are easily correlated with gas-phase and condensed-
phase propene peak assignments.39,40,46−50 As shown by the
dashed line in Figure 1a, the most intense features at 919 and
914 cm−1 are assigned to theCH2 wagging mode of propene
(γw) with a smaller feature at 1003 cm−1 corresponding to the
CC bend.49−51 Unless otherwise stated, changes in the
integrated areas of the features at 914 and 919 cm−1 are
used throughout the rest of this study to track the propene
reaction progress (generally corresponding to the reaction of
the propene double bond). A second region is highlighted in
Figure 1b at 1643 cm−1, corresponding to the propene CC
stretch.52 A third region highlighted in Figure 1c shows
additional CH, CH2, and CH3 stretching modes that are
smaller in intensity.53 The two largest peaks at 3075 and 2977
cm−1 correspond to the CH2 and CH2 + CH stretching modes,
respectively.48,53 Other notable features in this stretching
region are peaks at 2939 and 2964 cm−1 assigned to CH3
stretching46,49 and a peak at 3009 cm−1 assigned to CH
stretching.48

Following 1 × 1018 atoms cm−2 of oxygen exposure, the
aforementioned propene peaks change dramatically, many of
them decaying in intensity. At the same time, there is
significant growth of novel features that represent oxygenated
products. Most notably in the solid line in Figure 1a, the
spectral signature at 830 cm−1 is assigned to the ring
deformation mode of propylene oxide (δC2O).

54−57 New
peaks (1730 and 1693 cm−1) in Figure 1b are similarly
assigned to the CO stretching frequency of propanal
(νCO).

58−60 Additionally, there is a small amount of acetone
produced, confirmed spectroscopically by the growth of a new
peak at 1709 cm−1, corresponding to its CO stretching
mode.61,62

In order to determine the role of film thickness in product
formation and oxidative reactivity, propene films of increasing
thickness ranging from 12 to 66 layers were dosed at 59 K and

exposed to O(3P) at 54 K. Figure 2 depicts the decrease in the
integrated area of the γw peak as propene films of varying

thicknesses are exposed to O(3P). There is a clear period of
initial linear reactivity for all films with a rate that is
independent of the starting thickness. From these initial
reactivity measurements, we estimate that ∼1 propene
molecule reacts for every 100 oxygen atoms reaching the
film surface. Given the observed rate of reaction and calculated
barriers (below), this low reaction probability is perhaps
surprising. We estimate, however, that at our surface
temperatures, the sticking probability of oxygen atoms is on
the order of 20% or less. This estimate was performed using
the basic King and Wells technique63 and thus explains why
every oxygen atom reaching the film is not able to react with
the propene film. Figure 2 also shows that after this initial
period of exposure, there is a stark drop in reactivity. In the 12-
and 24-layer films, the reaction tails off because oxygen reacts
with propene completely down to the Au(111) substrate. In
thicker films, however, oxygen is unable to fully react with
propene in more buried layers. Moreover, the total reacted
depth is inconsistent for both the 46- and 66-layer films
(reaction complete at 4 layers and 23 layers remaining,
respectively). This suggests that oxygen reactivity is connected
to initial propene film thickness and that the reaction does not
progress by simple layer-by-layer consumption of propene.
These results indicate that for films less than 70 layers thick

(Figure 2), the initial reactivity of O(3P) + propene is linear
and independent of film thickness. However, when examining
thicker propene films (70−240 layers), the initial linear rate
slows slightly (Figure 3a). When plotting the initial rates as a
function of propene film thickness in layers, we see that the
initial propene reactivity plateaus for films greater than 150
layers (Figure 3b). We note that frequencies of the γw mode do
not shift upon increased propene deposition, confirming that
there are no major changes in film structure or optical effects as
coverage increases.64 Rather, we propose that these changes in
initial reaction rates can be attributed to increased barriers for
oxygen diffusion within the film, as discussed in the Effect of
Surface Temperature section.
Throughout oxygen exposure, propene disappearance is

coupled to the growth of new spectral features corresponding
to propylene oxide, propanal, and a small amount of acetone
(Figure 1). Product growth is immediately observed upon
O(3P) exposure by monitoring the integrated areas of

Figure 2. Changes in the number of propene layers on the surface (as
determined via the integrated area of the CH2 wagging mode, γw)
when films of varying thicknesses are exposed to O(3P) at 54 K
demonstrate initial reactivity that slows upon extended exposure.
O(3P) is only able to fully react with the film when the initial film has
24 layers of propene or fewer. Dotted lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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propylene oxide’s δC2O mode (Figure 4a) and propanal’s νCO
mode (Figure 4b). We see that not only is there more

propylene oxide and propanal formed in thicker films, but that
the rate of formation of these products does not change with
increasing film thickness (up to 70 MLs). During exposure at
54 K, the Au(111) substrate temperature is such that propene
and our products (propanal and propylene oxide) are stable on
the surface.30,52,60 Even though our film composition changes
(decrease in propene and increase in propanal and propylene
oxide), there is limited desorption of products, and thus, our
overall film thickness is likely comparable throughout. We
detect no distortion or shifting of RAIR peaks as exposure
continues and products form. Additionally, we expect that the
index of refraction is comparable for alkene ices and oxygen
hydrocarbons,65 so we primarily attribute changes in peak
intensity to reactivity and possibly molecular orientation,
rather than optical effects as our films are likely less than 100
nm thick.66

In addition to RAIRS, temperature-programmed desorption
(TPD) data can help to confirm product identities and their
relative stabilities on the surface (Figure 5). For the 46-layer
film, O(3P) is unable to fully react with the film down to the
substrate (Figure 2), and there are correspondingly low-

temperature desorption features for propene at m/z = 39 and
41. As shown in Figure 5, these first desorption features peak at
119 K, closely matching previous studies for propene on
Au(111).52 Although it is difficult to quantitatively differentiate
our products because of significantly overlapping cracking
patterns, we can assign m/z = 43 to acetone and propylene
oxide, m/z = 26 to propanal and propylene oxide, and m/z =
58 to propanal, propylene oxide, and acetone. As shown in
Figure 5, acetone appears to be the least stable with a small
desorption feature at 78 K, while propanal and propylene oxide
have major desorption features at 175 K.60,67 From this
analysis, it is clear that propanal and propylene oxide are our
major products in the condensed phase, which are more stable
on the surface. It is possible that these products are in weakly
bound multilayer films, while there is less than a ML of
acetone.62 We also note that we do not identify any high-
molecular-weight polymeric or oligomeric species, which
suggests that our intermediate product species are not long-
lived on the surface.

Effect of Surface Temperature. In addition to character-
izing film reactivity and product formation, we can use the
initial reaction rates at surface temperatures ranging from 44 to
59 K to calculate the activation energy for the disappearance of
propene (films of ∼30 layers thick). The CH2 wagging
mode of propene (γw) is composed of two features at 919 and
914 cm−1 (Figure 1). Upon exposure to O(3P), Figure 6a

Figure 3. Integrated areas of the γw peak corresponding to 66-, 100-,
and 170-layer thick propene films (a) show that the initial O(3P)
reactivity is linear with rates that depend on thickness. Taking these
initial rates from (a) and including rates for films up to 240 layers (b)
demonstrate that this initial rate slows for films greater than 70 layers
but reaches a steady value for films greater than 150 layers. Dotted
line in (b) is drawn to guide the eye.

Figure 4. Integrated area of the propylene oxide ring deformation
peak (δC2O, a) and propanal CO peak (νCO, b) for propene films
of varying thicknesses exposed to O(3P) at 54 K demonstrates the
growth of primary products with a similar linear rate. More products
are formed in reactions with thicker films. Dotted lines are drawn to
guide the eye.

Figure 5. TPD of a 46-layer propene film after exposure to ∼1 × 1018

atoms cm−2 of O(3P) confirms the presence of propanal (m/z = 26,
58), propylene oxide (m/z = 26, 43, 58), and acetone (m/z = 43, 58).
There is also some propene left on the surface (m/z = 39, 41).

Figure 6. Integrated area lost from the 919 cm−1 peak (part of the 
CH2 wagging mode, γw) corresponding to ∼30-layer thick propene
films exposed to O(3P) (a) provides initial linear reaction rates for
surface temperatures ranging from 44 to 59 K. These rates are fit to an
Arrhenius model (b), giving an experimental activation energy of 0.41
± 0.05 kcal mol−1.
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depicts the loss of integrated area of 919 cm−1 peak for four
different surface temperatures (all films dosed at 59 K). A
corresponding Arrhenius plot is shown in Figure 6b; the
calculated activation energy for the removal of propene’s
double bond is 0.41 ± 0.05 kcal mol−1. Under our
experimental conditions, this activation energy is similar to
or less than those reported in gas-phase studies of the same
system.68−70 However, because this value is calculated simply
from the disappearance of propene, it is possibly a convolution
of three different reaction steps, each of which will be explored
in detail below.
The first challenge hidden within the measured activation

energy is a question of product formation and reaction
mechanism. The observed product distribution for the O(3P)
+ propene reaction is well supported by a mechanism71,72

(Figure 7) in which O(3P) attacks the double bond to form a

triplet biradical intermediate. It is important to note that our
reaction products (acetone, propanal, and propylene oxide) are
singlet species. As outlined by the PES in Leonori et al.,15 it is
clear that our reaction proceeds almost 100% via ISC to the
singlet surface, leading to our observed products. This can be
accounted for by recent studies,15,73 demonstrating that ISC
and nonadiabatic effects become increasingly important as the
reaction temperature decreases.74

As mentioned above, however, the measured activation
energy for propene oxidation may include barrier contributions
for oxygen addition to either side of the double bond (Figure
7). To parse these contributions, we perform the same
Arrhenius analysis on product formation using the integrated
area of propylene oxide’s δC2O mode and propanal’s νCO
mode as a function of O(3P) exposure. Propylene oxide is a
major product in both addition channels, while propanal
should only be formed from the addition of oxygen to the
terminal propene carbon.
The results of this analysis show that the activation energy is

0.36 ± 0.03 kcal mol−1 for propylene oxide formation (Figure
8a) and 0.34 ± 0.06 kcal mol−1 for propanal formation (Figure
8b). These values are in good agreement with one another, and
they are also within the error of the measured activation energy
for the destruction of propene’s double bond (0.41 ± 0.05 kcal
mol−1). This suggests that not only is oxygen addition to the
terminal carbon the dominating pathway obeying Cvetanovic’s
rules for oxygen addition to alkenes,71 but the addition step
itself is rate-limiting.18 This makes sense for our low-
temperature, condensed phase environment given that in the
gas phase the barrier for O(3P) addition is three times higher

for the central carbon compared to that for the terminal
carbon.15

To further assess the mechanism, we examine changes in the
CH region associated with the terminal and central carbons.
This analysis is shown for a representative 46-layer film, but
these trends are consistent for films of varying thicknesses. In
particular, as shown in Figure 9a, we track changes in peaks at

Figure 7. Reported mechanism for the O(3P) reaction with
condensed propene: O(3P) is expected to preferentially attack the
least substituted side of the double bond to form a triplet biradical
intermediate that progresses, via ISC, to the final products propylene
oxide and propanal.

Figure 8. Initial rate constants of propylene oxide (a) and propanal
(b) formation from ∼30-layer thick propene films exposed to O(3P)
over temperatures ranging from 44 to 59 K are fit to an Arrhenius
model. The experimental activation energies are 0.36 ± 0.03 and 0.34
± 0.06 kcal mol−1 for propylene oxide and propanal formation,
respectively.

Figure 9. (a) RAIR spectra of the CH region of a 46-layer propene
film before (dashed line) and after exposure to O(3P) (solid line, total
exposure ≈ 5 × 1017 atoms cm−2) at 54 K show significant reactivity.
(b) Normalized intensities as a function of exposure demonstrate
different rates of reaction for peaks at 2977 cm−1 (orange, CH2 + CH
stretching mode) and 3075 cm−1 (green, CH2 stretching mode).
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2977 cm−1 (CH2 + CH stretching) and 3075 cm−1 (CH2
stretching). We integrated these two peaks as a function of
O(3P) exposure and normalized their intensity to the pristine
film (Figure 9b). When oxygen atoms are introduced into the
film, there is a clear decay in intensity for both peaks, again
supporting that atomic oxygen is easily able to react with the
condensed propene. The relative reaction rates in Figure 9b
suggest that the reactivity is greater for the 3075 cm−1 peak
corresponding to only CH2 stretches (green) compared to the
2977 cm−1 peak corresponding to CH2 + CH stretches
(orange). This can be interpreted as again reinforcing that
oxygen addition to the terminal carbon is the dominant
pathway. We also note that because we are using RAIRS, this
trend may also be linked to a change in average molecular
orientation; this is, however, unlikely to be a significant
contribution because of the thick, polycrystalline nature of the
film.47

Also complicating this analysis is a small decrease in
intensity of the peaks at 2939 cm−1 and 2964 cm−1

corresponding to the CH3 stretching modes. This suggests
that although oxygen addition is the dominant mechanism,
hydrogen abstraction may be a minor secondary pathway. Gas-
phase studies found that H abstraction was unable to compete
with oxygen addition,75 and although barriers in the condensed
phase are often lower, we do not expect that H abstraction is a
significant contribution to the overall reaction mechanism. H
abstraction would necessarily yield a highly reactive hydroxyl
radical,3 which we see no evidence for in our product analysis.
Moreover, abstraction leaves behind a carbon-centered radical
that could easily continue to react with other molecules in the
film or with oxygen species in the beam. It is possible that a
small amount of acrolein is formed through this channel, but it
is certainly only a minor contribution.
The second challenge with quantifying a reaction barrier for

this system in the condensed phase is the potential
contribution of oxygen diffusion. To untangle this contribu-
tion, we return to the difference in initial reaction rates
observed between thin (<70 layer) and thick (>150 layer)
films. By performing the same Arrhenius analysis again on 150
ML films, we find that the activation energy for the reaction of
propene’s double bond is 1.06 ± 0.11 kcal mol−1. This is
significantly higher than the calculated barrier for ∼30-layer
propene films (0.41 kcal mol−1), suggesting that oxygen
diffusion through the film plays a significant role in the
observed reaction in thicker films.71,76−78 The thinnest
propene films (<70 layers) may contain more small defects,
grain boundaries, and islands that provide oxygen more access
to the bulk. In other words, the reaction is not diffusion-
controlled for thin films because there is less need for diffusion:
the surface is likely inhomogeneous with exposed propene
islands.79 Higher reactivity at defects and grain boundaries is
well documented,80,81 and as with other thick molecular films,
self-similarity may not be achieved until a certain thickness is
reached (often >100 layers).82−85 Our results, therefore,
suggest that propene films reach self-similarity at approx-
imately 150 layers, at which point oxygen diffusion becomes
limiting.
Effect of the Propene Film Structure. For all experi-

ments mentioned so far, propene films were deposited at a
surface temperature of 59 K and exposed to oxygen at
temperatures between 44 and 59 K. However, as shown in
Figure 10, the deposition substrate temperature has a profound
impact on the RAIR spectra of the pristine propene film,

indicating a significant difference in film morphology. This is
true regardless of film thickness. The spectral differences
between a propene film produced at 59 K and that produced at
44 K can be summarized as follows: the γw peak broadens and
red-shifts by 2 cm−1 to 918 cm−1, the CC wagging mode
red-shifts by 2 cm−1 to 933 cm−1, the CH2 twisting + CH out-
of-plane bending mode red-shifts by 7 cm−1 to 995 cm−1, and
the CH3 rock + CH out-of-plane bending mode red-shifts by 4
cm−1 to 1043 cm−1. These alkene modes are known to be
sensitive to the conformation of the molecule and local
changes within the environment.86 In general, the peak shifts
and broadening observed for the propene film dosed at 44 K
compared to the propene film at 59 K are attributed to
increased film disorder.46,52,87 Red shifts may also be a result of
increased intermolecular interactions with surrounding pro-
pene molecules, resulting in a slight weakening of the CH2
bond.
Although this is, to our knowledge, the first spectral evidence

of differing morphologies of condensed propene, it is not
unusual for deposition conditions to influence mobility during
film deposition, leading to different film phases at different
temperatures and dosing rates. There is a vast literature, for
example, on the growth of amorphous solid water and
crystalline water ice films whereby crystalline films are only
possible at higher substrate temperatures where there is
enough mobility for water molecules to rearrange during
dosing or upon annealing.82,88−90 Similarly for alkenes,
amorphous acetylene (produced at 12 K) and crystalline
acetylene (produced at 70 K) have been clearly identified
spectroscopically.91 Upon warming the amorphous acetylene
from 12 K, an irreversible change was detected in the spectra
between 40 and 50 K, indicating that the amorphous acetylene
ice had crystallized. Such spectral changes between amorphous
and crystalline films have also been detected for ethane and
ethylene;65 warming films to 60 K always resulted in
crystallization. Based on the similarities between our
observations and these studies, we will use the terms
“amorphous” and “crystalline” to differentiate the films
deposited below 44 or at 59 K, respectively, as propene films
are less ordered when deposited below 44 K and more highly
ordered at 59 K.
In order to determine how the propene structure impacts

oxidative reactivity, a crystalline film dosed at 59 K and an

Figure 10. RAIR spectra of characteristic regions of 46-layer
condensed propene films demonstrate that films deposited at 44 K
(pink) are significantly different from the films deposited at 59 K
(blue). The peaks corresponding to the γw mode, the CC wagging
mode, the CH2 twisting + CH out-of-plane bending mode, and the
CH3 rock + CH out-of-plane mode in the low-temperature film are
generally broader and red-shifted from the analogous high-temper-
ature film. Such shifts indicate a more disordered and amorphous film.
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amorphous film dosed at 44 K were exposed to O(3P) at an
intermediate temperature of 49 K (Figure 11). At 49 K, both

propene films remain structurally the same when deposited,
that is, the amorphous film is unable to irreversibly change to a
crystalline structure and vice versa. As expected, the reaction
rate for the crystalline film (blue) is linear as oxygen reacts
with the film. On the other hand, the amorphous film grown at
44 K is largely unreactive. There is a very short initial period of
reactivity, which we attribute to O(3P) reacting with the
disordered propene surface layers at the vacuum interface.
After this, however, there is little to no reaction despite
extended exposure; this is true for all RAIR spectral regions,
including CH. It is interesting to note that the initial reaction
rate of the amorphous film is faster than the rate of the
crystalline film. This may further support the “amorphous”
versus “crystalline” designation of the two films. A more
amorphous film typically presents a larger exposed surface area
(due to islands, microporous pockets, and undercoordinated
surface molecules) than the crystalline film.92,93 A larger
surface area would provide more accessible surface propene
molecules, and thus, a faster observable rate of initial reaction
before oxygen penetration into the bulk becomes necessary for
continued reaction.
Beyond the first seconds of reactivity, it is quite surprising

that the reactivity plateaus drastically for the amorphous film.
These results suggest that oxygen is unable to diffuse into the
propene bulk when the film has a more amorphous structure.
This behavior is supported by previous studies examining the
oxidative reactivity of self-assembled MLs,94−96 where it has
been found that a more compact and less mobile film structure
was not as reactive. Additionally, it has been suggested that
film density plays a role in observed spectroscopic band
strengths, as is the case for amorphous methane.97 Thus, the
lower intensity of the peaks corresponding to amorphous
propene could indicate increased density compared to the
crystalline propene film. Although larger diffusion barriers in
amorphous films are less common, there are polymer films
where the amorphous regions are denser, and this trend has
been observed.98,99 This suggests that our amorphous propene
film may be packed more closely, making it less accessible to
the permeating oxygen. We know from previous studies that
ML propene molecules organize with the double bond nearly
parallel to the Au(111) substrate.52 This molecular orientation

also appears to propagate to thicker multilayer crystalline
propene films as well.46 Thus, it is possible that in this
crystalline propene structure, the molecules are organized in
such a way that intermolecular spacing affords easy access for
oxygen to diffuse into the film and encounter propene’s double
bond.100 It is also likely that our propene films are
polycrystalline and that grain boundaries further facilitate
diffusion.94

RAIR spectra of the amorphous and crystalline forms of
propene are easily differentiated, allowing us to probe the
amorphous to crystallization transition directly and extract an
activation energy for the process. Amorphous propene films
(70-layer thick) were dosed at 44 K and subjected to
isothermal annealing at 50, 51, 51.5, 52, 53, 54, and 55 K.
Spectra collected every 60−90 s during the annealing clearly
demonstrate a sharp phase transition (Figure 12a), evidenced

by a sharpening of the peak at 919 cm−1 and a decrease in
relative intensity of the 914 cm−1 shoulder. The crystallization
process occurs over a time scale of 5−30 min depending on the
temperature.
Rate constants for the crystallization were established by

tracking the change in intensity at 919 cm−1 throughout the
annealing. As shown in Figure 12a, the crystallizing spectra
have multiple isosbestic points where the spectra overlap,
indicating a linear combination of crystalline and amorphous
states.101 Thus, the relative intensity of this point to both the
starting fully amorphous film and the ending fully crystalline
film can be used to establish the crystalline fraction of the film
at any point of time.
This analysis is shown for a representative trial at each

temperature by the dotted data in Figure 12b. The
corresponding fit (illustrated by a dashed line) is the integrated
form of the Avrami102−104 equation

Figure 11. Changes in the integrated area of the γw mode for a 46-
layer propene film dosed at 44 K (pink) and 59 K (blue) and exposed
to O(3P) at 49 K demonstrate that while films dosed at 44 K do
experience some initial reactivity, O(3P) is unable to penetrate into
the bulk of the film; diffusion and reaction occur more readily for
propene films deposited at 59 K.

Figure 12. (a) Time-resolved RAIR spectra of a 70-layer propene film
isothermally annealed at 50 K indicate a transition from amorphous to
crystalline propene. (b) Representative crystalline fractions vs
annealing time are fit to the Avrami equation (eq 1, dashed lines)
using k as a fit parameter and a n value of 4 (see the text for details).
Crystalline fractions are established using the relative intensities of the
corresponding spectra at 919 cm−1. (c) Rate constants (k) are fit to an
Arrhenius equation, yielding an activation of 1.61 ± 0.16 kcal mol−1

for the crystallization of propene.
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= − −x t( ) 1 e kt( )n

(1)

This form of the Avrami equation is commonly used to
describe phase transformation by nucleation and gives the
crystallized fraction of a material (x(t)) as a function of time
during isothermal annealing. In eq 1, k is the crystallization rate
constant (experimental fit parameter) and n is a parameter
related to the crystallization mechanism.101 A value of n = 4 fits
the data well, suggesting that the nucleation rate is constant
and that there is isotropic three-dimensional growth of the
crystalline phase.105,106 We note, however, that the value of n
has little impact on the calculated activation energy for
propene crystallization, which is the focus of this analysis.
An activation energy for the crystallization was calculated by

assuming that the crystallization rate constants have an
Arrhenius-like temperature dependence. This plot is shown
in Figure 12c; the corresponding analysis gives an activation
energy of 1.61 ± 0.16 kcal mol−1. This activation energy is
much lower than those reported for water101 or methanol107

ices (∼17−23 kcal mol−1), indicating a low barrier for this
irreversible change to crystalline propene. One possible
explanation for this low value is that our amorphous propene
is in a metastable state, similar to that observed in ethane,
ethylene, and acetylene ices.65,91 Even though we do not
observe any additional spectral differences between propene
deposited between 20 and 44 K, amorphous solid water ices
are known to be metastable compared to crystalline ices.108 A
second explanation for the difference may be that the propene
films used are thin (∼70-layers); water film crystallization
kinetics, for example, are only independent of thickness for
films greater than 300 layers.109

Regardless, this analysis highlights a number of interesting
features of the propene system. First, the Avrami fitting
procedure and low activation energy barrier suggest that
crystallization occurs rapidly, with nucleation occurring
randomly (i.e., the weak physisorption interaction between
propene and the Au(111) substrate is not the dominating
factor in crystallization nucleation). Additionally, we demon-
strate the general feasibility of using isothermal annealing and
corresponding spectra to determine alkene crystalline
activation energies, which can be useful in discussing the
relative stabilities of solids, liquids, and supercooled liquids.107

The discovery of multiple propene phases may also help to
explain the observations from Figure 2, in which O(3P) is
unable to fully erode thicker films and the total reacted depth is
inconsistent among thicker films. When propene films
crystallize (Figure 12a), RAIR spectra show a dramatic change
in the relative intensity of the γw mode; the 914 cm−1 shoulder
decreases in intensity, while the 919 cm−1 peak increases.
During oxidation, this bluer peak (919 cm−1) is consumed
more readily (Figure 13). This may indicate that within
“crystalline” films, there is no uniform O(3P) reactivity within
the film. Instead, it is possible that because of inhomogeneity
in film organization, there are certain domains of increased
order or accessibility where oxygen diffusion and reaction
occur more readily. Our results, therefore, show broadly that
the film structure can have a dramatic impact on observed
reactivity by impeding or allowing efficient reactant diffusion.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The oxidative reactivity of condensed propene films at
cryogenic surface temperatures has been characterized using
time-resolved RAIRS. We find that in the condensed phase,

propene reacts readily with O(3P) to form primarily propylene
oxide and propanal, supporting a mechanism where oxygen
almost always preferentially adds to the least substituted side of
the double bond. Following addition, the triplet biradical
intermediate undergoes ISC at a likelihood of close to 100% to
form the singlet products: propanal, propylene oxide, and a
small amount of acetone. The activation energy for the loss of
propene in the O(3P) + propene reaction for ∼30-layer thick
films is 0.41 ± 0.05 kcal mol−1, while the activation energy is
0.36 ± 0.03 for propylene oxide formation and 0.34 ± 0.06
kcal mol−1 for propanal formation. When examining thicker
films (150 MLs), we find that the activation energy for the
reaction of propene’s double bond is 1.06 ± 0.11 kcal mol−1,
which suggests that oxygen diffusion through the film plays a
significant role in the observed reaction. Interestingly, it is
possible to spectroscopically differentiate two forms of
propene: an amorphous form present at lower deposition
temperatures (<44 K) and a crystalline form present at 59 K.
Little reactivity is observed when the propene film is more
disordered. Additionally, because RAIR spectra of the
amorphous and crystalline forms of propene are easily
differentiated, it is possible to probe the amorphous to
crystallization transition directly and extract an activation
energy for this process.
Overall, this work provides fundamental mechanistic insights

into the diffusion and reactivity of ground-state atomic oxygen
in condensed films of small, unsaturated hydrocarbons. Our
results indicate that despite low reaction barriers for oxygen
diffusion, film composition and morphology can have a
significant impact on reactant diffusion and subsequent
reactivity. In general, such work informs the development of
novel industrial processes used in the production of polyur-
ethane plastics as well as sheds light on possible chemical
pathways in frozen astrophysical environments. In addition to
these applications, an important future extension of this work
may be to consider conformationally ordered, vinyl-containing
films in which molecular orientation relative to the impinging
oxygen atom can be controlled, allowing for precise, stereo-
dynamic tuning of reaction kinetics.
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